TASMANIA HITS FINANCE
Unanimous Report From All Parties

WELL DONE, CARRUTHERS!

OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Gave Life for Wife's Sake
National Dividends Would Have Saved Him

Bravo, New Zealand!

The Select Committee appointed by the Tasmanian House of Assembly presented its report to Parliament on Tuesday, October 20. The presenting of the Committee was Mr. G. S. Carruthers (Independent, Chairman), Mr. E. Urey Gray (Tasmanian), Mr. D. J. Okere (Speaker), Mr. E. W. Turner (Nationalist member who retired from the Senate in 1927) was replaced by Mr. J. J. Peaseall, Independent member for Franklin, and Captain Cameron (Nationalist member for Wilmot).

The printed report is still not available, but in the meantime we are pleased to give our readers a brief summary, which has been published in some of the Tasmanian newspapers.

On the Bull's Eye

"Suggestions for the scope of the inquiry by the Commonwealth Monetary Commission is contained in a voluminous report of
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a Select Committee, which has inquired into the distribution of wealth, social and potential, it is suggested that the Commonwealth Monetary Commission should be directed to the basic principles on which money and credit were issued and controlled, with particular attention to the manner in which it functions in industrial operations in the creation and liquidation of costs and debts. Secondly, this Committee considers that the chief factor in judging the success or failure of any financial system should be whether it is, or is not, assisting industry to function at its maximum rate, and at the same time distributing maximum wealth combined with the highest standard of living among the people generally. Any monetary system failing in these must be automatically on the defensive. The Committee's general and unanimous conclusion is that it is obviously possible to find a just and equitable method of distributing any already existing surplus, and also potential production, without in any way injuring or deprecating those now enjoying wealth.

"Community control of credit and its equitable distribution seemed to be the first necessary step towards realising the ideals expressed recently by the Prince of Wales."

Representing the unanimous conclusions of a Parliamentary Committee drawn from the various, and often conflicting sections of this House, this report marks another epoch in the fight for monetary reform. It is particularly significant that the daily press on the mainland does not yet appear to have heard of the Tasmanian report. Why? — "The New Times," Melbourne, November 8, 1935.


The committee held the view that it was possible to find a just and equitable method of distributing wealth.

"... On the evidence placed before it," the report stated, "the Committee finds that the people are being prevented from possessing, consuming, and using the wealth belonging to them by the increase in wealth, and that the or actual or potential increase in production during the past thirty years; that the cause of this is the shortage of purchasing power in the hands of the community as a whole; and that this can be effected remedied only by

(1) Restoration to the Sovereign community of effective control of money in its hands; and

(2) The establishment by the Commonwealth Parliament of machinery which would secure regular equalisation between the community's production and the community's purchasing power."
Dry Rot

UNDER the romantic title of "A Wife's Fate," a novel published this week, the author announces that a husband has lost a large sum of money as the result of the misconduct of his wife. The jury assessed the lady's worth at this figure. Other jurymen have been heard to remark that they had seen other ladies, other, some higher, some lower. However, it seems there are none of them who have felt insulted.

The translation of feminine charms into cash seems to be a common practice to-day, so that it is possible to measure such things as the value of a wife in ounces of gold.

The latter will not, of course, as the following extracts will indicate:—

In Canada is unremunerative, these promises cannot be allowed. The promises may be well founded, but they are not

It is not a simple matter. To quote, as a matter of fact, a well-known economist:—

When something material, like a piece of wood, begins to rot, what happens is that its constituent material is transformed into gas, more or less poisonous.

I would urge the transfer of a substantial sum of public money as a part of the new currency, but in return the position is bound to become dangerous
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It is a good deal of talk. If we ever come to the amount of

The Meaning of "Money"

May I be allowed to draw attention to a legal decision reported in your issue of November 14th? It concerns, if I may use this word, the question of the sufficiency of proof of fraud in a doubtful "money," and that the woman died intestate for or less than "money." It is said that it is a legal
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The Ottawa Conference

The only business done at the conference which adjourned on December 13 was a recognition, if it was correct, of the new Northern government as a British Colony. The Act requires amendment, and that the

proceedings, it is hoped, will be made public. Mr. Abertart, it is reported, held his peace during the discussion of this resolution, which was adopted, without a division.

and so forth.

Heads I Win, Tails You Lose

We are not in a position to be able to forecast that the victory of the war will

be "Bound and Financed." However, we are sure that the problems involved will have to be increased.

of Finance at first seems to have been to use Britain to smash Italy through the Balfour Agreement with this country.
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From a Seat in the Stalls

The Two-faced God

The reason for the $300,000,000 re-armament

scheme is beginning to be obvious. It was evident before it was announced, before Mr. Baldwin's hint that the immediate needs of money will be to

be increased.
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THE FIRST SCROLL OF THE SCRIBE BEN-AMISH

The Temple of Mammon

And this displeased the high priests of Mammon who were very powerful in the land. In the land of Britain was Monti-Normon, the chief priest. And they told the people that this was an evil thing, to be used by selling and buying and in which they could use and in which they could take delight.

Let us talk of the people, moreover, that plenty is evil because it takes away their delight. For they said, who will worship Mammon and he said to the people: ye shall count also all that has been used in the land and shall know thereby how much is “some alternative mode, which is not law, but might in no wise be counted,” for the machines that make machines shall be destroyed or is worn out or is diminished. And the farmers must destroy their crops and plant another, whom the scribes did not write. Who is the wise of whom the scribes wrote in the papyri and which did the labour some of ten, “some of which they had to work,” and said, it

BUCKLE thought that if legislatures were going to act in any way to undo promptly what they had already done, it was of no use work without us, if we have no work we shall surely die.

Now there was a wise man in Britain, the Magus Dou-Glas, and he said to the people: Ye shall ye count, for these are

To show us these as openly

She hesitates.

And the farmers have produced, and all bookbinder, and all poetical things in the world. And the greater number of the people conceded that plenty was a curse and destruction, demanding some curtailment of the labours a tax on life and the liberty of the subject: the alienogluttons, the Jews, and the profligate are threatened. And as each new limitation is imposed, each new burden fastened, each new provision made, each new act of political and financial difficulties.

The farmer called to his hired man: “Tell, fill up the register簿,” that is the new register簿 which is automatically associated with Maple Douglas and his Social Credit Proposals, has been started.

What is to stop it?

The Birmingham, five months prior to election day.

The students became greatly interested in the project because: (a) they were obtaining first-hand information on the project because: (a) they were obtaining first-hand information on the Townsend plan, (b) they were producing a course of this nature was inaugurated in 1935, and (c) they were receiving invaluable aid in the preparation of material. The Departments of Economics and the general public along with the farmers and the general public along the treacherous streets, and marches of the workers and the general public along the treacherous streets. The Department of Economics and the students became greatly interested in the project because: (a) they were obtaining first-hand information on the Townsend plan, (b) they were producing a course of this nature was inaugurated in 1935, and (c) they were receiving invaluable aid in the preparation of material.

Social Credit Secretariat Limited
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Chairman: Major C. H. Douglas

Financial Directors


Public Relations: L. G. Leighton, Edmonton.
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Telephone: Temple Bar 4154.
**Take Care!**

**A Perusal of Contemporary Journalism...**

...would lead one to suppose that the use of the word "material" in any proposal for the rectification of the condition with at least as much care as the policy now operative. Physical democracy without economic democracy is dystopia. The need is to abolish poverty, not to represent it.—Major C. R. Douglas in "The Monopoly of Credit" (pp. 85 and 86).

---

**Trade Cycles**

AS far back as 1875 there was issued a trade chart, reproduced above, remarkable to recording graphically the booms and depressions in this country from the beginning of the nineteenth century up till 1875. It projected the graph forward to 1945 in such a way that events in the intervening half century have confirmed its correctness. It indicates that years in which prices have occurred, and may be expected to occur again, run in regular repeating cycles of sixteen, eighteen and twenty years; that years of good times run in repeating cycles of eight, nine, and ten years; and years of hard times in nine, seven and eleven-year cycles. Thus it was shown, at the time the chart was first published, that the "economic blizzard" is entirely man-made and avoidable. Realising this, we are saved the "economic blizzard" is entirely man-made and avoidable. Realising this, we are saved.
Overseas Notes
Where Townsend is Right

Dr. Townsend, the retired Californian physician whose old-age pension plan was described in "Overseas Notes" for May 13, has set the world back to work by a most timely reminder of the need to struggle in the past with ingrained ideas of scarcity. Dr. Townsend has been caught by the Roosevelt Administration itself enough to allow all her citizens above a certain age to live in comfort without working, and if that citizens get together to put pressure on Congress to pass a Social Credit plan or legislate in their interest, they will get something done.

What he has had the courage to judge from his programme, is that by getting his followers behind a simple pressure for results he would become a really formidable menace to the Money Monopoly, whereas at present he is rather an expensive embarrassment to the Government. He has been caught by the push of his formidable, if not the scaled-down, new modern reformer. Townsend has therefore been consistently refused to be caught. Faced by the fact of labour, finance, and good-victory type, and on the other hand the shortage of money ticket available to claim them instead of putting the onus on the ticket-delinquents to devise a feasible system, he has declared himself one himself.

Do They Want Socialism?
This would be dangerous enough even if the plan. was correct. Townsend is, according to his own statement, an economist (or at least he professes to be) and hence it must be kicking its heels in the air in their relief. The Townsend Plan consists in raising the living a month in excess of the heaviest incurs of a "tax on all economic transactions" (Overseas, Decem-ber 19). It is argued these taxes should be "out of the Exchequer," and of Townsend's programme, is that by getting his fol-

New Party
Last Saturday, Dr. Townsend, whose abso-

Labour in W.A.
The State Labour Conference of Western Australia has approved a motion that the "Douglas Credit Scheme" should be "re-

Los Angeles
A Social Credit committee is now working on a campaign in cooperation with the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, represented of representa-

France
The Times Paris correspondents know real news when they hear it, whoever else does not. From a report of a recent debate in the Treasury and Commerce Chamber of Commerce, the Financial Times declared that the political excitement which found expression in clashes between organ-

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS

Leaflet No. 4
For Recruiting.—Contains a space for address of local group or supervisor, for distribution at meetings, or delivery by post. Price ten cents a copy, present subscription rate fifty cents for 500.

Leaflet No. 5
Dr. McNair Wilson is frequently a stimu-

Leaflet No. 7
For Getting Workers and Funds.—A cheap give-away leaflet which

Bank Credits Create Credit
The credits created by the Bank of England . . . caused a large increase in the deposits of the Bank.—Cunning-

The Defeat of Debt
Dr. McNair Wilson is frequently a stimu-

New Democracy

The Premier and Sole American Social Credit Review
Edited by Gorham Munson and Lawrence
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none whatever, as far as I have been able to
discover, nor perhaps any likely to the people demand which will not doubt-
duly proved to be both possible and desir-
able. No corresponding survey has been undertaken in this country, nor is it likely until the people demand those results which will make it possible. Americans may be fooled by finance still, but they are at least getting some hold by a government which hears of its slavery to finance.

New Paper
I have received the first number of the Canadian Social Credit Review from The Instruc-
tor, edited by Dr. C. V. Kershake, in charge of the Division of Canadian League of Canada. (The material was referred to in "Overseas Notes" for November 25. The magazine consists of thirty-two attractively illustrated pages bound paper. Price ten cents a copy, present subscription rate fifty cents for 500.

Overseas News
The Silver and Gold auction, now being con-
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"Keeping in mind that wealth is made up of real things in the physical world and is not a mere bookkeeping transaction, it is more than arguable that the present economic system is artificial and was the consequence of pro-
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ACTIVE SERVICE
The Perfect Letter Box

LETTER-BOXES, letter-boxes ... boxes of all shapes and sizes, are now in evidence over the country. Boxes of iron and boxes of steel and boxes of cardboard are everywhere. The spitting flaps that catch the fingers like rat-tape; boxes very often of the better sort, hermetically sealed with wads of felt or canvas. Some that fall off in one's hands; some that won't open at all. Boxes that open out, some that open in and some that won't open at all. The canvasser uses them all and cursets most of them during the week. I may be a canvasser for Social Credit, but it is a surprise not to find the usual kind of letter-box in some old-fashioned town. He has to push bills over doors and under windows between linnets and through cracks in panelling.

In one street we worked, some of these expedients was possible, and defeat stared us in the face. However, that resourceful courage which has always characterised pioneers, was our recourse to our rescue. We had a prisoner at large, and we rescued the prisoner, and the problem was solved by threading the bills through the keyholes.

Now comes an ever larger problem. I may be a canvasser but thank heaven I'm not a postman. Will sympathisers in the district please take note of the address: Castleton, Black Lion Hill. The strengthening of our forces is of primary importance and callers and enquirers will be welcome.

H.W.

What to Read


36. 3d.

SYNOPSIS OF "THE NEW WEALTH" by Major C. H. Douglas

From SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A, Strand, W.C. 2.

The Oslo Speech (reduced price for overseas orders)


36. 3d.

One of these two books is essential for the serious student of Social Credit (3rd Edition, 1933)

Collectors! buy them both, for the philosophical foundation of the subject and includes there will always be a scheme for Social Credit. The ControH and Distribution of Wealth (2nd Edn., 1929)

36. 6d.

Collectors of speeches and articles may collect from different angles. The Monopoly of Credit

The Moral and the Money System (reduced price for overseas orders)

Money and the Price System (reduced price for overseas orders)

2. 6d.

The Oslo Speech reduced for price for overseas orders)

The Use of Money
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CORRESPONDENCE

A Good Suggestion

May I make the following suggestion for the obtaining of funds? It is that each Group be asked to organise a jumble sale, the proceeds of which should be sent to the Director of Revenue for the Secretariat.

This suggestion arises out of our experience. We have now seen three, and in no case have one cleared on an average £12. There is very little organisation required. We ask one member in each district to visit all other members and as many friends as possible to collect goods. If necessary other members with cars then collect from these sub-agents and convey to the hall where the sale is to be held. The amount of stuff that can be gathered is amazing.

We choose for the sale a district which is fairly poor. Generally there is a church hall or a building of some kind available. The good they have collected the day previous and sorted out into heaps in which all the articles should be one price per heap. Two or three helpers are necessary at each heap to stop pilfering. One person should be detailed to loiter to check the amount of change to be given to those buying the goods, and the other to determine the quantity of each abstract.

Remember always that the obtaining of funds? It is that each Group be asked to organise a jumble sale, the proceeds of which should be sent to the Director of Revenue for the Secretariat.

The Campaign and Social Credit

Our most important immediate activity is to mobilise the will of the people. The demand which we seek to precipitate is universal—there is no one who, for himself, does not wish for personal freedom, security, and the use of "plenty." Its satisfaction will give the poor man goods, and freedom for the rich man security, and so more freedom—It is erroneous to suppose that any one who will be assured of this three until they are possessed by all. It is to be that demand in accents appropriate to each ear, it would be universally re-echoed; for it is in our common will that we reach down to unity.

The presentation of the technique of what we call Social Credit is of a different order, for it is an appeal to the intellect, where no fundamental unity exists. The capacity, as well as the knowledge of each individual reader unites analysis, discrimination and judgment impossible. This appeal is thus one of quality, and in not to be measured in numbers. The settlement of Social Credit must therefore be a selection of those who have those faculties which can use and assimilate the technique of this particular description.

How make that selection?

The wide nature of the people's demand on the one hand, and the specialised appeal of Social Credit on the other appear to dictate the spontaneous action of the individual technician. It is for the expert Social Crediter in his turn to form a freemasonry of the born technicians. The spontaneous action of the individual technician will so form a freemasonry of the born technicians. "The Abolition of Poverty. Demand it!" fills me with the same desire and hope, but in the face of all difficulty, to climb on and on without any rest even until the day when I might behold the view and feel the wind which the achievement will allow.

Reading this little book, "You and Parliament," tells me with the same desire and determination, not merely so dream and hope, but in the face of all difficulty, to climb on and on without any rest even. If one can see and feel the wind which the top of man's achievement. "Man Must Move" with the knowledge that his vitality and power to LIVE cannot be thwarted by man unless he so wills it.

I would express my gratitude to Dr. Tudor Jones for seeing up so clearly the signpost to Real Social Dynamics, and urge every Democrat to read "You and Parliament" without delay.

Liverpool,

D. M. ROBBINS.

SLOGAN STAMPS

Stamps in ten and three colours in this attractive design are now available at small.

These labels are available in the Electoral Campaign colours, orange and purple, at a penny each post free. The penny stamps are also available in six shades of green and white and the six-inch diameter circle of Douglas tartan green. It is unobtrusive and, being in widesheets, can be cut and separated into "approved" types for propaganda, who will receive and educate the born technicians to Real Social Dynamics, and urge every Democrat to read "You and Parliament" without delay.

"Man Must Move" with the knowledge that his vitality and power to LIVE cannot be thwarted by man unless he so wills it.
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SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE

G.K.'s WEEKLY

By G. K. CHESTERTON

A review of current politics, economics, literature and the Arts.

Every Thursday

G.K.'s WEEKLY
7 1/2 Rolls Passage, London, E.C.4

ACT ON THIS NOW!

The right to the possession of a Christmas or 'New Year gift is to present a claim to SOFIAL CREDIT.

Fifty-two reminders of your goodwill spread over a year for this purpose. The gift will be selected by the person who can measure the value of the gift itself in terms of your virtue. No member of the public is to be given the gift. Non-return receipts to be given with a reminder that the SOCIAL CREDIT shows

The way of escape from debt, from poverty, from slavery. Free from domestication and material destruction generally. ACT NOW AND SPREAD GOODWILL AND THIS GREAT STORY OF PEACE.

"To show a man how to get rid of his burdens is better than an offer to war or to love him."

ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN

We Will Abolish Poverty

Volunteer's Demand and Undertaking

1. I know that there are goods in plenty, so that poverty is quite unnecessary.
2. I want, I believe everything possible to be done to eliminate despair.
3. I want, too, national dividends distributed to me and every Briton so that we can buy all the things we want and get rid of those goods that are restricted.
4. These dividends must not increase prices or taxes or deprive owners of their property decrease.
5. In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people prevail.
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support the abolition of poverty and the issue of national dividends and to vote consistently against any party (or parties) who have helped me to get a job or to make social credit of the country.
7. If the present M.P. here won't undertake this I will vote for some other party and keep on changing until my policy has been achieved.

Signed

Address

(Block letters will be treated confidentially)

Volunteers for Help

I want to make my vote effective in this more than ever...hours each week at delivering and collecting these forms, in a district convenient to me, for the next six months, or until further notice. I will try to induce all my friends to do likewise.

SHIRTS

MAD MADE TO MEASURE

SUPREME DE LUXE POPLIN

Sea Green and Fully Shrunk

at 16/9

INCLUDING 1 COLLARS

AT 10/-

Guaranteed High Grade

Send P.O. to the Makers for Patterns and Furnishing Form

THE BINGLEY TEXTILE Co. Ltd.

BINGLEY, YORKS.

SOCIAL CREDIT

December 10, 1935

A Fantasy

Scene: The Financier's smoking room.

Time: During the Great War.

Evening: December afternoon.

The Financial. The Prime Minister. The Burglar.

The curtain rises on a dark room. There is still enough daylight to show Burglar in silhouette coming through the French window, centre back. His movements are not, but not precisely. He clears the windows and comes up centre stage looking on electric torch.

Burglar: Now, I wonder where the old devil hid his "money." He says he always keeps by him, damn him...

[finishes the room using a torch; trying, drawing, turning over papers. Finds note case carefully left on writing-table; opens it and finds contents. Someone is feeding voraciously and pockets with a quiet click. Replaces note case, but on an afterthought picks it up and removes somberly. Quite suddenly and voices are heard off. He has only just time to slip behind curtain until the French window which the financier enters, switching on lights and entering in the Financier.]

Financial: We can talk better in here...No, sit in that chair over there; you'll find it comfortable, I think...That's...It's...Hon. Sec.: C. T. Barton, 31, Rowsley Road, St. Anna's. Secretary: Miss D. M. Roberts, Fern Lee, Halewood Road, Gateacre, Liverpool.

Meetings open to the public held on the first week in month, Kiosk Cafe, Square, St. Anna's. Friday of every month, in Reeee's Cafe, Wood Road, St. Anna's. A discussion will follow a short address by Capt. W. E. Pritchard entitled "Elector's Demand and Undertaking." The following Members are nominated to offer the line, "Dissenter's Demand and Undertaking." The Sec., of course, will be given of these meetings.

Announcements & Meetings

Notices will be accepted for this column at 6d., minimum three lines. Notices should be sent to the publishing office with remittances by the Monday morning before the date of publication.

Social Crediters

Volunteers for Help

I want to make my vote effective in this more than ever...hours each week at delivering and collecting these forms, in a district convenient to me, for the next six months, or until further notice. I will try to induce all my friends to do likewise.

From Social Crediters to Social Crediters

TEA

3d. "Choose Ceylon" Nett Price 2/2 per lb.

2 1/2 "Special Blend" Discount 8d.

Price 2/- per lb.

A DONATION of 3s. or 6d. per lb. is paid to the Secretariat on each 10 lb. order, or pro rata.

Trial 1 lb. of each Tea 2 1/2 post paid.

XMAS

We have a range of Xmas Cartons and Christmas Gifts at all prices, posted with either of the above Teas or with Chinese Teas. Lapsang Souchong, Darjeeling Teas or Finest Orange Pekoe, etc., can all be obtained from the Secretariat. Tariff terms: -10/- upwards. Carriage Paid. Orders for Cartons accepted, and closed orders are sent on receipt of order with order which should be marked "Social Crediters Xmas Order".

CHOTA HAZRI TEA CO., LTD.
Tea Importers
33, MOORFIELDS, LONDON, 2

Keep in touch with Social Credit in Australia

READ "THE NEW TIMES"

3d. weekly.

15s. per annum, post-free.

Published by New Times Pty. Ltd., Box 122A, G.P.O., Melbourne.